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Q: Esteemed Committee, why are mediums, channelers and folks otherwise activated, not 

given prior warnings when things are occurring or going to, such the recently released crown 

virus? Compare this to storms, geophysical upheaval and acts of nature, where advance notice 

IS given. ¿Qué pasa? 

C: Man made versus otherwise. Save you from yourselves? Because humans are incapable 

of saving themselves?  For earthquakes, yes. Such warnings are also either not dispersed widely 

by humans or ignored when the attempt is made. 

  

Q: In my case, self protection is my focus; if word got around that I could predict outcomes 

of sporting events, gambling sprees and lottery drawings, life would probably end, physically. 

The warning part, however, is what interests me; if I issued them accurately to permit enough 

avoidance of disaster and bad events, that interest would "go viral" (pun intended) and life would 

change pretty much the same as if I issued consistently accurate sports scores. 

C: There is a much larger issue at hand, accurate as your interpretation is; such events are 

never haphazard, planned and moreover have a great purpose for the many involved. The 

purpose and benefits to souls who sign up for participation, are undermined by subsequent 

avoidance. 

 

Issuance of warnings about dire, upcoming events reverses the reasons and benefits of them. The 

human conscious desire for avoidance warnings is evidence of well accomplished incarnation.  

 

Q: Is this why channelers never get such information? 

C: The information is more widely available from energy beings such as ourselves and your 

souls, to physical humans, than would be generally believed. The low dispersion rate is caused 

by disbelief.  

 

Q: I don't get warnings. 

C: You do not ask. We are not a human and Earth event monitoring service. If you asked 

every day, we would advise every day. We already know you would stop issuing warnings when 

other humans began to torment you, and you understand this also. 

 

Q: Is the crown virus outbreak going to claim millions and millions of lives? 

C: No, the intensity will be similar to a new strain of influenza, but concentrated. The 

victims are succumbing in tighter, more compact groups or clusters and regional areas over less 

time than typically passes for the flu. The spread of the virus is being sharply reduced, however 

this decline would have reduced at similar pace, without the drastic measures which have been 

and are being taken. The pace of decline would have been approximately ten to fifteen percent 

lower. 

 

Q: There was a spiritual plan for this to happen? 

C: Yes. 



 

Q: If I had warned a few people…. 

C: Not enough listeners would heed the advice. Your own website attracts its disbelievers 

and detractors, some who dismiss what is offered, as you know well. Extrapolate this across a 

large population, which returns the discussion to warnings undermining goals and purposes, with 

detrimental, even derogatory effects. 

 

Others who dislike and disagree with offerings here, simply tune out or to another station. It is 

not (y)our place to react for others or "correct" that, which you know well. 

 

Q: What is the crown virus teaching mankind as was planned for this event? 

C: Without ordering these for importance, because each person will have different priorities, 

this viral outbreak and effects are intended to teach about excess body weight and general 

condition related to that, the illusion of wealth and meaning of money, the role of blame and 

assignment of culpability, pride & saving face versus shame, embarrassment & protection, the 

inevitability of human death and imprecise or non-existent ability to foresee and predict it. 

 

Q: Are the upcoming changes to Earth and human societies going to be less stressful 

because of this? 

C: Indeed, this is the main purpose for which the outbreak has occurred at this time, moment 

and juncture.   

 

Q: Esteemed Committee, thank you. I expect questions. 

C: You are welcome, as are one and all. Please do return any person who reads these words. 

 

 

 
REMINDER:  QUESTIONS IN GENERAL and TO FOLLOW-UP ON THIS 

POST & TOPIC, SHOULD BE SENT ON THE QUESTIONS PAGE 

   


